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Abstract

New flows and instabilities are presented for a ferrofluid drop contained in glass Hele-Shaw cells with simultaneously

applied in-plane clockwise rotating and DC axial uniform magnetic fields. When a ferrofluid drop is stressed by a

uniform DC axial magnetic field, up to �250G in 0.9–1.4mm gap Hele-Shaw cells, the drop forms a labyrinth pattern.

With subsequent application of an in-plane uniform rotating magnetic field, up to �100G rms at frequency 20–40Hz,

smooth spirals form from viscous shear due to ferrofluid flow. If the rotating magnetic field is applied first, the drop is

held together without a labyrinth. Gradual increase of the DC axial magnetic field, to a critical magnetic field value,

results in an abrupt phase transformation from a large drop to many small discrete droplets. A preliminary minimum

magnetization and surface energy analysis is presented to model the phase transformation.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Experiments

New flows and instabilities are presented for a

ferrofluid drop contained in glass Hele-Shaw cells of

0.9–1.4mm gaps with simultaneously applied in-plane

rotating and DC axial uniform magnetic fields. The

rotating uniform magnetic field is formed using a

stator winding from a 2-pole induction motor

which is excited by balanced three-phase currents. The
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fluoro-carbon-based ferrofluid has saturation magneti-

zation �400G and low field magnetic susceptibility of

w � 3: The ferrofluid is surrounded by a 50/50 mixture of

isopropyl alcohol and deionized water which prevents

ferrofluid wetting of the glass plates. The rotational field

strength is up to 100G rms at frequencies 20–40Hz

while a DC axial field is varied from 0 to �250G [1].

The representative images in Fig. 1 show two

experiments with a 1.1mm Hele-Shaw cell gap. The

first experiment, (a)–(c), uses 100 ml of ferrofluid and the

DC axial field is first increased to 155G and then the

clockwise rotating field at 47.5G rms, 20Hz is turned

on. Image (a) shows the labyrinth pattern formed by the
d.
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Fig. 1. Spiral pattern formed when a 100ml ferrofluid droplet in a 1.1mm gap Hele-Shaw cell is stressed by a 155G uniform DC axial

magnetic field to form the labyrinth in (a) and then an in-plane uniform clockwise rotating magnetic field of 47.5G rms at 20Hz is

applied to create clockwise spiral flow (b,c). A larger 200ml drop (d) stressed by a 40G rms, 20Hz uniform rotating field, is held

together without a labyrinth until the uniform DC axial magnetic field is about 170G, subsequently forming the discrete droplet

structure in (e). As the DC field is further increased to 227G, the drops and ‘‘surface hair’’ further deform to (f).
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ferrofluid after only the DC axial field has been applied.

Then the clockwise rotating field is applied and the

spikes begin to curl in on themselves as in (b), eventually

forming the smooth clockwise spiral pattern shown in

(c). The smooth spirals form from viscous shear as the

clockwise rotating magnetic field causes clockwise flow

on the outside ferrofluid surfaces which return on the

inside surfaces. The second experiment, with 200ml of
ferrofluid, is seen in images (d)–(f). The test cell is first

placed in the clockwise rotating field which causes a

clockwise flow that holds the fluid drop together without

spikes. Then a DC axial field is gradually applied. This

results in the ferrofluid drop appearing to expand before

the phase-like transition to figure (e) at a critical DC

axial magnetic field strength around 170G. Careful

observations show that the pattern of figure (e) forms at

�160G DC axial field under a thin ferrofluid coating on

the top glass plate, which then abruptly peels away at a

slightly increased DC axial magnetic field. In figure (f)

the magnetic field is increased to 227G.
2. Preliminary model

A preliminary minimum free-energy analysis, like that

used in modeling ferrofluid labyrinth phenomena [2], is

performed to model the phase transition from a single

large drop to many discrete small drops. The model

assumes that the initial large cylindrical drop has a

radius R and height t, equal to the Hele-Shaw cell gap

thickness, which at a critical DC axial magnetic field

strength spontaneously forms N smaller droplets of

radius r and height t, where to conserve mass, R ¼ r
ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
:

The uniform applied DC axial field H̄0 magnetizes the
ferrofluid drop and droplets to magnetization M̄

generating a demagnetizing field H̄d ¼ �M̄D

D � 1�
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð2r=tÞ2 þ 1

q ¼ 1�
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð1=NÞð2R=tÞ2 þ 1

q ;

M̄ ¼ wH̄ ¼
wH̄0

1þ wD
: ð1Þ

D is the approximate demagnetization coefficient for

each droplet of radius r with linearly magnetizable

magnetic susceptibility w: The demagnetization field

results from an effective magnetic surface charge

induced on the surface of the magnetic material. D is

found by solving for the demagnetization field in terms

of the magnetization for a magnetic cylinder of

ferrofluid.The energy in the N droplets, each with

surface tension g; is assumed to be due to interfacial

surface energy, US ¼ N2prtg ¼ 2pRtg
ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
and to mag-

netization energy [2,3]

UM ¼
�m0
2

Z
M̄ 	 H̄0 dV ¼

�m0
2

Npr2twH2
0

1þ wD

¼
�m0
2

pR2twH2
0

1þ wD
: ð2Þ

The total energy UT stored in the configuration is the

sum of the interfacial surface energy US and the

magnetization energy UM, which in non-dimensional

form is

ÛT ¼
UT

2pRtg
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
�

ð1=2ÞR̂wNB

1þ wð1� ½4R̂
2
=N þ 1��0:5Þ

;

R̂ ¼ R=t; NB ¼ m0H2
0t=ð2gÞ; ð3Þ

where NB is known as the magnetic bond number and is

plotted in Fig. 2(a) vs. N. By performing a calculus of
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Fig. 2. Calculated minimum energy condition of (a) magnetic Bond number NB ¼ m0H2
0t=ð2gÞ versus number of phase transformation

droplets N for various values of R/t with magnetic susceptibility w � 3: (b) The number of droplets N at minimum NB as a function of

R=t for various values of w. (c) The threshold axial magnetic field Bt that results in the transformation to occur versus the magnetic

susceptibility w for various different Hele-Shaw cell separation gaps with g ¼ 0:00663N=m: For our experiments with a 200ml drop,
shown in Fig. 1(d)–(f), R=t � 6:5; and t � 1:1mm:
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minimization of the total energy in Eq. (3), the number

of smaller ferrofluid drops N that result in minimum

system energy is

N

¼
2R̂

2

3ð1þ 2wÞ
w2 � 6w� 3þ ð1þ wÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2 þ 18wþ 9

p� �
ð4Þ

and is plotted in Fig. 2(b). This value of N may then be

substituted back into the expression for NB to determine

the value of the threshold axial magnetic field Bt ¼ m0H0

such that the transition occurs. This threshold axial

magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 2(c).

Experiments were performed with ferrofluid drops

contained in Hele-Shaw cells of t ¼ 0:9; 1.1, and 1.4mm

gaps, with respective radii R ¼ 8:40; 7.45, and 6.74mm

corresponding to R=t ranging from 9.34 to 4.82. Fig.

2(b) shows that as R=t increases (Hele-Shaw separation

gap decreases and radius increases), the number of

smaller ferrofluid drops increases which is consistent

with the experiments. Fig. 2(c) shows the threshold DC

axial magnetic field B̄t ¼ m0H̄0 decreases as the separa-

tion gap t is widened. This is also consistent with the

experiments. In our experiments the measured values of

N range from 56 to 107 for the 0.9mm separation gap,

36–85 for the 1.1mm separation gap, and 21–40 for the

1.4mm separation gap with the number of drops

increasing with rotating magnetic field amplitude. These

values are slightly lower than the calculated values

shown in Fig. 2(b). The measured values of Bt range

from 173 to 256G for the 0.9mm separation gap,

131–238G for the 1.1mm separation gap, and 70–164G

for the 1.4mm separation gap. These values are slightly

larger than the calculated values in Fig. 2(c) for w ¼ 3

The difference in experimental and theoretical results

can be attributed to the assumption of a linear

magnetization relationship, rather than the true Lange-

vin relationship, and the neglected energy contributed

from the rotating magnetic field. Measurements show
that increases in rotating magnetic field frequency only

lower the window of rotating magnetic field amplitudes

such that the transition will occur. The smaller Hele-

Shaw cell separation gaps have transitions that occur at

larger rotating field amplitudes.

Like the phase transition, the spirals only form for

specific ranges of rotating magnetic field amplitude and

frequency. For small rotating field amplitudes, the

rotating field is not strong enough to cause the radial

arms to curl in on themselves and the drop stays in a

labyrinth. For large rotating fields, the spiral cannot stay

together as a single spiral due to the large force from the

rotating field. As the rotating field frequency is increased,

the ferrofluid spiral arms come closer together. This is

because the ferrofluid flow velocity along the edge is now

increased, causing the bending increase. The ferrofluid

arms may also be brought closer together by decreasing

the Hele-Shaw cell separation gap.
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